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CHAPTER I 
INTR ODUCTION 
Residential psychiatric treatment of children in this 
country dates back to the early development of the child guid-
ance field in the 1920's. In the years whi ch followed this, 
several institutions were opened with the aim of better under-
standing and helping children through applying to residential 
se t ting s what was known in outpatient clinics. For many years 
study remained ce ntered on outpatient treatment, but in the 
past decade there has been renewed interest and activity in 
the development of residential treat ment programs.l 
Because children are no longer removed from their homes 
because of poverty alone and because when it becomes neces-
sary for a child to be separated from his own family, an at-
tempt is first made to place him in a non-institutional set-
ting, the total number of children needing institutional care 
has de creased.2 
1 J . Franklin Robins on, "Residential Psychiatric Treatment 
of Children," American ~rnal of Orthopsychiatry 17: 484, 
July, 1947. 
2 Jus tine w. Polier, Berkshire International Forum, The 
Communitt and the Institution---Their Mutual Responsibility_, 
jUne, 19 1 , p . 1. 
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Those working with children have at the same time become in-
creasingly aware that many emotionally disturbed children 
cannot be helped in their own homes, foster homes or in the 
usual group settings, but need a very specialized kind of 
care in a residential treatment center. These children are 
most often considered untreatable by other means: Because of 
their behavior they are rejected by the home, neighborhood, 
school and cow~unity a nd if treatment facilities ar e not 
available, end up in training schools for delinquents and 
state hospitals . 
Through the search for more effective methods of treat-
ing this group of children a number of specialized institu-
tions known as residential treatment centers have been de-
veloped. Some of these centers originated as custodial in-
stitutions for dependent, feeble-minded or delinquent children, 
whi le others began specifically for the treatment of disturbed 
children. While the origin, philosophy and emphasis of these 
centers differ considerably, all have one thing in corr~on in 
that they offer a total approach to the problem through 
individual psychotherapy to the child and his parents, reme-
dial education and a therapeutically conditioned living 
experience. 3 
3Joseph H. Reid and Helen Hagan, Residential Tre.atment 
of Emotionally Disturbed Children, 1952, p. v. 
2 
Each of the states in its efforts to meet the mental 
health needs of all its citizens is faced with the problem 
of developing a well rounded program. The program needs to 
include means for preventing emotional problems and facil-
ities for treating them when they are found. A variety of 
services is necessary to meet the needs of the children. 
Outpatient clinics, if adequately staffed, can serve the 
majority of disturbed children early enough to prevent more 
serious er.1otional. problems which will in the end be more 
costly for the state to treat. Residential centers are nec-
essary to study and treat those children who cannot effec-
tively use clinic services. The State of New Hampshire has 
recognized the. lack of and the need for this last type of 
service. Through the eft·orts of those interested in this 
problem, the neces sary legislation has been passed and plans 
are being made for the construction of a residential treat-
ment center. 
Purpose of the Study. The purpose of this thesis is to 
show, through a study of the cases seen in the New Hampshire 
Mental Hygiene and Child Guidan ce Clinics during 1953, the 
number of children needing residential study and treatment . 
The questions studied will include the characteristics of the 
children, the behavior problems they are presenting, the 
reason for study home placement, the fam ily situations, and 
the ability of the parents to use help while the child was 
3 
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in the study home. 
Scope and Method. This thesis is based on a study of 
the records of children discussed at staff conferences betwe en 
January 1, 1953 and December 31 , 1953 where placement in a 
residential treatment center wa s recommended. It include s 
cases from all of the traveling clinics which are part of 
the New Hampshire Mental Hygiene and Child Guidance Clinics. 
The cases were selected from lists giv en to the writer b y 
the social workers in charge of t he clin ics and from t he 
staff conference notes. There were fifty cases s taffed during 
this per iod in which residential treatment was recommended 
and all of these were used in this study. 
All of the material available i n the r e cords was used. 
This included the intake material by the psychiatric social 
workers , the psychological and psychiatric reports, the 
discussion at staff conference , any other interview with the 
parents by t he social worker or psychiatrist, and information 
in the records wnich had been obtained from other agencies . 
The records were s tudied both to get information about this 
group of chi ldren and to estimate the parents' ability to 
use agency help . The evaluat ion of the treatab i lity of the 
parents was made from th e socia l worker's intake impression, 
the interviews with the psychiatrist, information from other 
agencies when available, and their willingness to keep 
appointments. 
4 
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The material on the d e velopment of the clinics and the 
p l anning of the study home was supplied by members of the 
agency staff. 
The writer reviewed the literature pertaining to this 
study. 
Limitations . Only those cases in which it was recom-
mended at staff conference that a study home placement be 
made were used in this thesis . There were many other cases 
seen in the clinics during 1953 where re sidential treatment 
would have been the preferred plan, but b ecause the cl inic 
staff was a ware of the limited facilities and the sl ight 
possibility of arranging such a placement other plans were 
suggested. If these cases had been used the total number 
for 1953 would have been considerably more . 
Because it was thought unwi se to contact the parents 
of these children without being able to offer further service, 
and because of limitions of time, it was not possible to 
learn what the present si tuation is in all of the cases . 
Thi s material was found in only thirty-four of the records. 
The write r a l so found that there were additi onal services 
given which were not recorded . These included telephone 
conversations with parents or referring agencies, and sugges-
tions made to the school and other agencies about managing 
the children . It was not possible in all of the cases to 
get information about these con t acts, although they took 
5 
considerable time on the part of the workers and were often 
responsible for helping the disturbed child remain home until 
a suitable plan could be·made. 
6 
CHAPTER II 
THE SETTING 
The Ne Hampshire Mental Hygiene and Child Guidance 
Clinics began through community awareness of the need for 
outpatient services to people with emotional problems. In 
1930 the Visiting Nurse Association in Manchester convinced 
the Superintendent of the State Hospital of the need for this 
service, and he went to their agency himself one day each week 
seeing both children and adults . Other communities recognized 
this need and similar cljnics were established including one 
on the grounds of the hospital at Concord. As the demand for 
these services grew, the wisdom and economy of outpatient 
clinics to treat emotional disturbances early, became appar-
ent. Staff members from the hospital attended these clinics 
along with their regular duties. The clinics were free and 
open to any one in New Hampshire. They functioned as part 
of the State Hospital and no separate policies were established 11 
for t h em. In 1945 the outpatient clinics were included for 
' the first time as a separate item in the State Hospital budg-
et and a director was appointed for these services. Two 
years later through legislative action the clinics were es-
tablished as a separate unit under the authority of the New 
Hampshire State Commission on Mental Health. 
7 
Clinic Headquarters are located in Concord and traveling 
clin ic teams go weeldy or monthly to key communities through-
out New Hampshire. The present staff has two full time psy-
chiatrists including the director; one consulting psychiatrist ; 
four psychiatric social worl{ers; two full tin·e psycholog ists; 
one part time psycholog ist and one consulting psychologist; 
and t he secretarial staff. The clinic team is made up of t h e 
psychiatrist , psychologist and psychiatric social worker. 
All play a valuable part in preparing an integrated picture 
of the individual and in providing total help for the patient. 
The clinic has tried with considerable success to have all 
memb er s of the clinic team work in various therapeutic roles. 
The philosophy of the clinic and the aim of its work is 
the early diagnosis and treatment of persons with emotional 
illness and personality disorders. Although the clinics 
orig inally saw adults too, they have, since the establishment 
of Adult Mental Hygiene Clini cs, by the State Hospital limi te d 
their services to children and adolescents under nineteen. 
The clinic operates a two-fold program of both remedial a nd 
preventive work. It provides direct diagnostic and treatment 
s e rvices to the children of the state and gives i ndirect 
preventive services through the educational programs c onducted 
for teachers, parents, nurses and others interested in the 
field of mental hygiene. Staff members serve as consulta nts 
to welf are workers, probations officers, and schools. The 
8 
clinic, because of its two-fold program holds a unique and 
valuable position. Through its study and treatment of indi-
viduals it can become aware of pressures and causes of 
emotional disorders and this can be interpreted to the school 
and other community agencies so that they can understand and 
prevent similar problems in others. 
As an increasing number of children were referred to 
the clinic the staff found some who could not be treated 
through the outpatient s ervices. These were the deeply dis-
turbed children whos e behavior had made them unacceptable 
at home, in school, and in the community and who found them-
selves in such a deep, intensive strug3le with their envi-
ronment that they could not accept or use help while contin-
uing to live in it. They were childr en who needed a period 
of study and treatment in a residential center. Without 
having facilities availab~ in New Hampshire it was possible 
for the clinics to arrange study home placements for only a 
very few of the children each year . The limited number of 
centers outside the state and the expenses involved in such 
care, ma de it impossible for most of the children. 
The bill passed by the legislature in 1947, in addition 
to establishing the clinic as a separate unit, provided funds 
to buy or build and equip a study home primarily for the psy-
chiatric and psychological study and treatment of disturbed 
children. However, an austerity program and re organization 
9 
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of the state government at this time resulted in the operating 
budget for the residential unit being cut out of the appro-
·priations for the next few years. The need for this program 
continued to increase and in June, 1953 the legislature passed 
an extens ion to the ·1947 act and made available funds for the 
construct ion a:1 d operation of the study home . This a ct pro-
vided for the sale of Winant House and the construction of 
a building on land adjacent to the State Hospital. The stud-
y home will be operated in conjunction with the outpatient 
cl i nics under the State Commission on Mental Health. 
The plans for the study home are being prepared by a 
committee of seven who will present their program to the 
clinic trustees for approval . The members of the planning 
committee include the chairman and executive secretary of 
the Mental Health Commission, one member of the board of 
trustees, the clinic director, and three members of the clinic 
staf f representing the three departments social work, psy-
chiatry and psychology. The law states that the study home 
shall be for approximately thirty children all residents of 
New Hampshire and that its program shall allow for the s tudy 
and observation of children referred by the courts. The 
period of residence in the center is set at six months with 
provision for extending this period in individual cases at 
the discretion of tbe trustees. The report which the plan-
n i ng committee is preparing will include recommendations on 
10 
on the build~1g plan as worked out with the architects, ad-
ministrative organizations, staff requirements, and a plan 
of program and organization . In preparing this material, 
members of the committee have visited other study homes and 
consulted with staff member s there . It is hoped that it will 
be possible to complete construction of the build ing, and 
begin operation of the residential program in the summer of 
1955~ 
11 
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CHAPT-ER III 
REVIE1.nf OF THE LITERATURE 
There has been considerable material written about resi-
dential treatment in the past ten years. This literature 
was reviewed with consideration to ph ilosophy, the decisi on 
for admission, and the way in which the centers maintained 
contact wi t h and helped the parents in their relationship to 
the children. 
Residential treatment programs are complicated and many-
sided enterprises. The problems and questions are however, 
all closely interrelated. In studying the programs of' sev-
eral centers, a lack of' agreement about treatment philosophy 
and methods stands out. There is no specific body of' tested 
experience to use in planning a treatment center. The pro-
grams in operation today are based on concepts from a number 
of disciplines such as educati on, child guidance, and psy-
choanalysis. The term residential treatment is new, and is 
being used to describe a va riety of centers with diversified 
his tories and development, treating many different types of 
children.l 
lHerschel Alt, "Responsibilities and ~ualifications of 
the Child Care illorker, It Ameri~ Journal of Orthopsychiatry 
23: 670-671, October, 1953. 
12 
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In some of the centers direct psychotherapy with the 
child is the primary purpose of placement and the program is 
constructed around his use of this . A child is accepted i n to 
this type of setting because of his ability to relate to a 
therapist; if he is unable to use help in therapy other plans 
are made for him. In other centers not all of the children 
may be seen in direct therapy; some may be seen for only part 
of their time in residence. Here the emphasis is on the 
therapeutic aspects of the environment.2 The intimate care 
given assures the child in specific, tangible ways that there 
are pe ople who accept him, wlll take care of him, and are 
interested in helping him . The close relationship which he 
is able to develop with them is u sed therapeutically within 
the residential setting, t o help the child limit and control 
his destructive, unhealthy behavior at the same time he is 
being helped to learn more appropriate ways of expression . 3 
The center or institution itself has been viewed as a psy-
chotherapeutic unit which functions as a therapist.4 
2 J. Franklin Robinson, "Resident Psychiatric Treatment 
of Children,n p . 486. 
3othilda Krug, "A Concept of Education of Emotionally 
Disturbed Children," American .Journal of Orthopsychiat!J[ 23: 
692, October, 1953. 
4George Gardner, U. S. Chi l dren's Bureau, The Institution 
as a Therapist, 1952. 
- ~ --=-- --- -
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In practice none of these approaches is used exclusively, and 
most often they are balanced to meet the needs of the individ-
ual child . 
The decision of where and how to treat the disturbed 
child is a difficult one which can be reached only when an 
evaluation has been made of the underlying disturbances . 
study of the entire situation needs to be made in order to 
determine whether the child can best be treated in his own 
home, in a foster home, i n a different community, in an open 
or closed treatment ccnter.5 Some groups of children have 
been found to benefit most by group care programs. These 
are children who have difficulty relating to individuals; 
children so tied to their own parents that it would be too 
difficult for them to make the transition to another adult; 
children too old to establish a new parent-child relati onship; 
children who relate best to their peers; and children who are 
withdrawn and fearful of adults in an individual relationship.6 
Often the home is too destructive to the child's emotional 
development for him to remain there during the treatment period, 
but at times the child may be come psychologically intolerable 
5Bruno Bettelheim, Berkshire International Forum, \~t 
Children Should the Institution Serve? , June, 1951, p. 1. 
6Leon Lucas, "Some Criteria for Group Care," American 
J ournal of Orthopsychiatry 22 : 98 , January, 1952 . 
14 
and residential care should be considered because of his 
effect on the other children and on the family unit. In any 
case where the child's conflict centers on his relationship 
to his parents , the effects of separation and thereby re-
moving him from the struggle should be considered. There is 
the possibility that the separation itself may bring about 
improved behavior with~1t a solution of the underlying cause 
heing worked out. The decision has to be made whether to 
treat the child and his parents in outpatient clinics while 
they remain in the midst of the struggle , or to remove the 
child to mother setting and treat them apart because the 
struggle has become too destructive for both . 7 
Too often in the past and even now the criteria for 
placing the maladjusted child in a treatment setting has been 
community convenience. Although with the recognition of the 
therapeutic function of some institutions there has been an 
increasing disposition to select cases, many centers are still 
handicapped by the tendency to place in them those cases 
which have failed by all other means.B These children have 
7J. Cotter Hirschberg, " The Role of Education in the 
Treatment of Emotionally Disturbed Children Through Planned 
Ego Development," Amer lean Journal of Orthopsychiatry 23: 
686, October, 1953 . --
8R . L. Jenki.n.s, Institutional Treatment of Malad jus ted 
Children, p. 2. 
15 
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long histories of behavior problems usually cli~axed by 
' hostile aggressive activities which are threatening to the 
community. By this time they are too deeply damaged and too 
c onfused for good treatment results. The most succes sful 
treatment cas e s are those selected early, and this means the 
need for an increased nQmber of clinics to evaluate and se-
lect cases. Most children if seen early enough can be helped 
through the outpatient clinics. When this is possible 
residential centers show a higher percentage of successful 
treat~ent cases b e cause they are able to concentrate their 
facil ities on a smaller number of better selected and more 
treatable cases.9 
Afterc are plans for the child should not be cons idered 
a separate part of treatment but should be inc l uded as part 
of the whole process which beg an at the intake interview. 
The child needs to be helped to see the continuity in his 
trea tment plan. The c h ild who feels isolated fro m all he has 
known and feels confused about what will happen to him after 
he l e aves the center, will be handicapped in his participati on 
in the therapy program . 
Continued contact with the cor~unity helps avoid the 
remove d feeling that usually accompanies ins tituti onal living 
16 
and eases the trans ition back to the home c ommunity . At t end-
ing the community schools may be an important and natural 
contact if the behavior d oes not make this i mpossible . 10 When 
it is no t possible to provide the children with community 
contacts or if the problems make this undesirable , the in-
stituti on it s elf may serve as the communi ty for the child . 
This is particularly helpful for the youngs t er who has built 
up hostility against the communi ty . Because the ins titution 
is small he ~an understand it better and because it i s pro-
fes s i onal, t hi s community can afford to be more tolerant , 
more unders t rumding a n d less judgmen t al . 11 I t is p ossible in 
one center to provid e the child with both contacts outside 
and a fe i~g of a community inside . Each child may u se 
these facilities a s he needs th em, beg inning where ha feels 
most secure . 
V.ni l e the child need s to gain se curity from the warmth 
and ac ceptance of the s taff, the t otal amoun t of his security 
is gained from more t han his immediate a ss ociati ons . He needs 
continued con tact with his parents or, in their absence with 
the responsible foster age ncy . It i s impor t an t for the 
child's security that h is custody be firmly established . 
10 J . Franklin Robins on , "Resident Psychiatric Treatment 
of Children , rt p . 485 . 
llJenkins, op . c it . , p. 3 . 
17 
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Generally it is best for the p lacement in the tre a tment center 
not to be made at the same time changes are being made in the 
child's family situation. Only when the child feels secure 
about whom he belongs to will he be able to participate fully 
in the therapeutic relationship.l2 
common pract ice in the earlier history of child care 
and still found too often today is the practice of separating 
the child from his parents if he has any . The philosophy was 
that the parents were bad for him and he was better off with-
out them . The results were that by the time the child had 
completed treatment and was ready for discharge the break 
with his family had widened, and he returned to an unknown 
and unprepared situation which often he c ould not face. More 
and more attempts are being made to he lp the family along 
with tbe child. The child is no longer viewed alone, but as 
part of t he f amily unit to Which he is bound with his entire 
&. justment reflecting the nature of his tie s to it . l3 
Parents, whenever they are a vailable, need help in 
separating from the child, and in clarifying their feelings 
of ambivalance, rejection, disappointment and hostility for 
the child. They need to be encouraged as far as their capacity 
12 J .. Franklin Robins on, "Resident Psychiatric Treatment 
of Children," p. 486. 
13claire Stone, nAftercare," American Journal 2f Orthopsy-
chia t:r;x 22 : 113-114, January, 1952. 
18 
permi t s to participate in planning for the child. The in-
terest and attitude of the parents , the way they prepare the 
child for placement, visits and writes will determine in 
many ways how the child will adjust and benefit from the 
period of treatment.l4 Active participation of the paren ts 
in the treatment planning maintains the practical security 
of the family ties and decreases the feeling of rejection 
which may come with placement outside of the home .15 
The degree of contacts maintained between the parents 
and the treatment center varies from weekly interviews to 
occasional letters and reports. All agree about the need for 
close contact, but frequently practical considerations s uch 
as time and distance have to be considered. Some families 
ar e able to participate fully in whatever program the center 
offers, but often the family group is disorganized before the 
child enters treatment and cannot be re-established . This 
fact needs to be recognized early in the treatment plan and 
the child helped t owa r ds a permanent separation.l6 When t~is 
hap pens the ch ild needs to form a relationship quickly with 
14Lucas, oo. cit., pp . 98-99 • 
...;....>.. --
l5J. Franklin Robinson, '•Education of Emotiona lly Dis-
turbed Children , n Ame rican Journal of Orthopsychiatry 23: 
701, October, 1953. 
16
stone, ££• cit. , pp. 115-116 . 
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a fo s t e r agency so that he can feel the security of continued 
interest in him. 
Just as we see the child as part of his family unit and 
maintain contact between them throughout the treatment period, 
the agency providing the residential treatment needs to offer 
continuity of service beginning at intake and extending 
through the readjustment period to home and communi ty . The 
child returning to his own home or to a new foster home is 
fac e d with a great deal of insecurity even if he has main-
tained contact with it all during treatment. He needs at 
this point to be able to feel that he can hold on to the r e -
lationship established in r e sidence . This provides a bridge 
a nd h elps the child hold the gains of the treatment per:iod . l 7 
Th e parent if pos s i b le should take part in the decis i on 
to term:tnate treatment . The goal in residential treatment is 
the s ame as in outpatient treatment to help the child mov e 
i nto a healthier relationship with his parents or the sub-
stitute a gency. A r eal test comes as the end of treatment 
approaches. 13 Often in the period of insecurity which follows 
there is some regression to previous behavior, and this will 
17Lucas, ££• cit., p. 100. 
l8J. Franklin Robins on, and others, "Resident Psychiatric 
Treatment with Children, "American Journal of Orthopsychiatry 
17: 467, July, 1947. 
20 
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be discouraging to both the child a..nd his parents . The 
degree to which they will be able to stabilize the situati on 
depends on the quality of the relationships maintained during 
the treatment period and the security they feel in knowing 
they are able to get help from the treatment agency in re-
adjusting to each other . 
Much of the literature was found to pertain to very in-
dividualized programs in specific treatment centers. The 
important central idea which emerges from this, is the need 
for continuity i n treatment planning extending from intake 
through the aftercare program . 
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Of the fifty cases used in this stu dv twenty- nine were ~ 
v li 
ne w referrals s taf .f ed for the first time in 1 95 3. The r emain-
1
1 
II 
ing t wenty- one cases had been known to the clinics prior to ~ 
t h is year, s ome of them having been re - opene d t wo , thre e or 'I II . 
mor e ti~e s . Of the thirty- one cases where the childre n were 
under thirtee n y ears of age, two - thi rds or t wenty- one we r 
b e ing referre d t o the clinic for the first time . bout t vlO -
th i r d s or e leven of tb~ ninete en children betwe en t h i rt e en 
and s e vent een had be en known to the clinics b efore . This is 
shown in Table I. 
T . BLE I. 
PR OPORTION OF JEW AND RE -OPENED C SES n . RELATI ON TO GE 
.Ag e Ne w Cases Re - opened Case 
G-12 21 10 
13 -17 8 11 
'2'9' 2T 
Th~ recor ds of the eleven older children previously seen 
showe d tha t t he staff had fel t them to b e seriously disturbe d 
lj 
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I ~~ and ad made recommendations for treatment which had not 
I 
11 been carried out . The pa rents or the referring agenc i e s had 
I 
II 
'I I 
been unable to find treatment facilities, could not pay for 
them , or were unwilling to send the child the necessary 
dis tance . All of these children showed an increased degre e 
of disturb ance between t he times they were s e e n . 
The a ge and sex distribution is seen in Table II, page 
24. The one-to-five ratio betwe en girls and boys varies 
considera b ly with the one-to -two ratio f ound among all · of the 
clin ic cases . Over the past seven years in the New Ha mpshire 
clinics these ratios have remained ap proximately the same. 
Child guidance clinics in general have a larger numb e r of boys 
than girls referred to them. The ratio in study homes was 
found to vary between two or thre e to one . The difference 
i r1 roporti ons in New Hampshire ma y be due to the more rural 
i sett ing which allows a .wide r range of behavior patterns to 
I. go officially unobserve d . There is a tendency for families 
l
i 
I 
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to at tempt to cope •vith the problems of their girls at home 
as long as possible , Wl.1.ile the wider range of activitie s 
engaged in b y the boys ma ke s their disturb e d behavi or a 
community problem soone r. 
The source of the present referral of e ach of the cases 
is shown in Table III, page 25 . 
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TABLE II 
1 GE AND SEX II 
li 
II 
1: 
•I 
Age Male Female Total !I 
II 
6 3 3 .I 
II 7 4 4 
8 2 1 3 I' 
.I 
9 3 3 .I 
I II 
I 10 1 1 II I 11 10 1 11 I 
li 12 4 2 6 II I 
II 
13 5 1 6 ., 
,, 14 4 4 
I 
15 3 3 
I 16 2 1 3 I 
17 1 2 3 
- -Total 42 8 50 
I 
I 
I 
I 
-
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I· 
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Source 
Schools 
Probation Department 
Department of Pu b l ic 
Family 
Institutions 
Other Social Agencies 
Fami ly physician 
TABIE III 
REFERRAL SOURCES 
Number 
16 
9 
1Velfare 7 
7 
8 
2 
1 
50 
Per Cent 
32 
18 
14 
14 
16 
4 
2 
100 
Four of the children included in the group under institutions 
were living in and were referred by the State Industrial 
School. These children and the nine referred by the Probation 
Depar t ment shows that at least thirteen had already been in-
volved in delinquent acts . 
The mean age of the group referred by the Probation 
De partment and the Industrial School was thirtee n years and 
eleven months . They ranged in age fr om eleven through sev-
enteen, seven of them being over thirte en . If the study home 
should limit admi ssions to children through the age of twelve, 
only six of this group could be considered eligible. 
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The mean a ge of the s~xteen children refer~ed by the 
schools was eleven years and seven months. The y ranged in 
age from six throo_gh sixteen, and eleven of them were under 
thirteen. The comparison of these two groups shows a sig-
nificant difference in the proportion of children who fall 
wi thin the younger age group , considered most treatable in a 
study home program. Th is is seventy per cent of the school 
referrals and only forty-six in the other group. Since the 
schools have opportLmity for contact with and observation of 
all the children at an early age before they beco'T!e involved 
in delinquent activities, this is a good source of early 
referrals. The school also has contact with the parents and 
can e ncourage them to refer those children showing behavior 
symptoms . 
The children in this study were referred to the clinic 
for a variety of problems . Many of the children showed a 
number of behavior difficulties. The children were found to 
have been referred for generalized behavior problems rather 
than specific acts. In most of the cases the problems had 
be ,Jn noted by several of the people who had contact with the 
child prior to the referral . The presenting behavior problems 
as they were noted from the application blanks, reports from 
the school and other a gencies, and the i nt ake interview are 
shown in Table IV. 
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T~ BLE IV 
PRESENT HlG BEHAVI OR PROBLEMS 
Problem Number of Time s Noted 
Inabi l ity to adjust to oth ers 
Hyperactive, aggressive , and 
hostile behavior 
Learning difficulties 
Severe temper outburs ts 
Withdrawa l 
Stealing 
Running away 
Firesetting 
32 
27 
24 
19 
12 
8 
7 
5 
These problems are most significant ih terms of the effect 
they would have in the study home program. To illustrate 
this, one of the problems , learning difficulties, was studied 
further to see its effect s on the sch ool adjustment of all 
the children and if , it would make a special school program 
within the s tudy home ne c essary . Only seventeen of the 
children were found to be making acceptab l e adjus tments in 
school, eighteen were making poor or very poor adjustments, 
and t h irteen of the children had been exclude d from the public 
schools because of their behavior . Two of the older children 
had left school due to lack of interest . 
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In add ition to considering the needs of the child ren, 
the will5_ngness and ability of the local school system to 
absorb such a group needs to be cons idered . The wide range 
' in school behavior of the children studied, from good to un-
acceptable, shows the need for a flexible program in which 
those children who are ready mi g.l1.t be fitted into the regular 
school classes while the others had a more limited program 
within the residential sett:ing . Because of wide gaps in their 
e ducational achievements most of tbe children would benefit 
from some remedial help. 
Family Situations. 
Of the fifty cases included in this study, thirty-three 
of the childrsn were Protestant, twelve Cathol ic and one was 
Jewish. In four cas es the religion was not stated on the 
application. 
The living arrangements of the children at the time of 
the r e ferral is s hown in Table V. 
T BLE V 
LIVING ARRANGEMENTS 
lace 
Home with one or both parents 
In home of relatives other than parents 
Foster home 
Institution 
Number of Children 
27 
5 
4 
14 
28 
Of the fourteen children living in institutions , ten were at 
the State Industrial School when referred to the cl inic. In 
nearly half of the cases the children were already out of 
their own home which increases the problem of helping the 
parents become involved in treatment planning . It was noted 
in several of the cases that the children had been out of the 
homes for several years and there was little contact with 
their parents. 
Table VI shows the marital status of the parents. 
TABLE VI 
MARITAL STATUS OF PAREI~S 
Status 
M:arried and living together 
Divorced or separated 
One parent dead 
Both parents dead 
One or both deserted 
Unmarried 
Number of Parents 
21 
16 
3 
2 
5 
3 
As this table shows, the children come from a high percentage 
of broken homes . The divorces and separations took place 
after l ong periods of conflict which frequently involved 
alcoholism and cruelty. In additi on , some degree of marital 
tension was noted in at least half of the cases where the 
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parents were still living together. In their i n terviews at 
the clinic the children showed they were very much aware of 
and had been affected by the conflict they had seen. With 
few exceptions t hey had not had the opportunity to gain the 
security. which comes from a stable home environment . 
The economic status of the majority of the families was 
found to be marginal . The records did not show the incomes, 
but the occupation of the principal wage earner is shown in 
Table VII. 
TABlE VII 
OCCUPATIO:'J OF FATHER OR PRINCIPAL WAGE EARNER 
Occupation Number 
Semi-profes s ional or white collar occupation 5 
Owns own business 2 
Skilled 2 • 
semi-skilled 11 
Unskilled 7 
Armed services 1 
Receiving public assistance 12 
Child in State custody 4 
Occupation not stated 6 
The twelve families receiving assistance includes eight mothers 
on Aid to Dependent Children . Poor and crowded home conditions , 
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were frequently me nti oned in the records, and a low standard 
of living was commonly noted . As a group the children came 
from homes in which there was both int e rpersonal conflict and 
poor living conditions. There were a few cases where this 
was not true . 
In arranging for residential treatment it is of practical 
" nec e ssity that financial responsibili ty be established. The 
expense of such care has often made it impossible for the 
clinic to make plans for the children needing it. Whe:1 New 
Hampshire has established its own program this problem will 
be relieved to some extent. However , parents when able will 
be asked to contribute j ust as in other state institutions. 
~ith such a l arge perc entage of a ssistance cases or marginal 
inc omes as this group shows , the proport i on of families a b e 
to c ontribute to the cost of care will be small, and the 
II 
•! 
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1 state will have to as3ume most of the financial responsibility. · 
I 
The records were studied to see how many of the homes 
would b e suitable for the children to return to if this was 
t he advisable plan following treatment . The decis i on was 
based on the willingness of the pa re nts to have the child 
back , h ow disturbed the family a ppeare d , their probable 
' 
' ability to manage him , J and the soc ial condit i ons in the h ome. 1 
In t wenty - one cases it seemed likely that the children could 
return h ome . Not all of thes would offe r optimum conditi on s 
1 nor wou ld the par·ents necessarily be able to understand the 
I 
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pr ob l ems an behavior much b e tter, but it vas f elt t !J.a t the 
posit ive factors in r e t u rning home would compensate f or ch is& 
Twenty-four of the home s were alre ady disorganized or 
appeared too inadequate to meet the needs of the children . 
Five other h0mes were co ,:1sidered doubtful because of instabil -
ity, but th Jy might p rove adequate following the period of 
separation . Thes e statistics indicate a need f or additional 
services beyond the residential period. Many of the children 
I 
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will require care in foster homes or in group care institutions 
which, b e cause of the pas t behavior problems they have 
pre s~nted , will have to be selected carefully and given ad-
d itional help in understanding the children placed there. 
Referra l agencies such as the Department of Public 1.~relfare 
I· 
will be able to assume aftercare responsibility for some cases , ! 
but the majority of cases were not referre d by agencies like 
t h i s . Because of the relationship which will be established 
-w·ith t he children during the treatment period, the study home 
and t h e outpatient clinics offer the best resource for a fter-
I' 
ll 
care s e rvice . 
Clinic Findings and Services . 
All of the child ren were seen for psychological and psy-
chiatric examinati cns. Th is involved at least one ap poin t ment ~ 
with both a psychiatrist and psychologist. Fre quently it was 
n e cessary for a chi ld to be seen several times in order to 
gain a clearer picture of his behavior . 1Nhene ver possible , I 
I, 
-~ 
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e ven if the child was not livin g in his ovvn home , the parents 
we re s e en to obtain the social his tory as the clinic feels 
that this is a v ery important part of the diagnos tic picture. 
The staff conferences were held fol l owing this. 
Table VIII s hows the comparison of present and potential 
intellectual functioning . It i ncludes forty - four of the 
children in the study. Six could not be tested because of 
their extreme degree of dis t urbance, inability to c oncentrate 
on the t est material, and hyperactivity. There was sufficient 
evidence in each of these cases for the clinic to feel that 
the s e children were not feebleminded although their inability 
to learn or to concentrate gave that impression . These six 
younger children whose beha v i or had made it impossible for 
them to attend s chool. 
TABLE VI II 
COMPARISON OF PRESENT AND POTENTIAL INTELLECTUAL FUNCTIONING 
Present Potential 
Level Le vel Ability 
Supe rior 2~ 5~ 
Bright normal 5~ 14% 
Avera ge 34% 59% 
Dull nor:mal 36% 20% 
Borderline to defective 23?'& 2% 
The tests indicated that at least thirty - two of thes e forty-
four childre n were func t i oning at levels considera bly below 
--~ ==----~ ~-=--- -===---~ -~· -= - =-- -"--- -= = - ~-~ -~ 
their potent ial ability . TI1~ s loos e of functioning was due 
to their emotional disturbances . ~ith the necessary help 
all but two per cent of this group have the intellectual 
capacity to function within the normal range of intelligence. 
~~ ri thout treatment a further loose or lowering of the level 
of functioning can be anticipated with the result tho.t many 
of these children will require custodial care . This type of 
care in the State Hospital or a school for the f e ebleminded 
would be needed indefinitely and be more expensive to the 
state than the intensive treatment in a study home . 
At the staff conference a tentative diagnosis is made 
on each case. Following admission additional diagnostic 
study would be done in the residential treatment center to 
clarify the clinic diagnosis and to determine whether or not 
the child could use the treatment available there. Te..ble IX 
shows the diagnoses made at the staff conferences on the 
chi ldren in this study. 
dany study homes do not admit children diagnosed as 
II psychotic unless there is a quesrtion about the diagnosis. 
II 
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These children would present a variety of behavior problems 
which were ·shown on Table IV of this Chapter . Because of the 
practical problems of caring f or any group of disturbed chil-
dren, admission of a prospective patient should be considered 
on the basis of his behavior and that of the children already 
in the center. Too many over-active children at any one time 
II 
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for example would interfere v.rith the operation of the study 
home , put a tremendous drain on the personnel and limit 
the abi lity to treat the individual child . 
Diagnosis 
djustment Reaction 
Personality Disorder 
Pre-psychotic 
Psychoneurosis 
Psychotic 
Organic Disorder 
AtyDlcal Child 
TABLE IX 
DIAGNCSES 
Number of Time s Used 
7 
4 
5 
24 
7 
1 
2 
Following the staff conferenc e a report was s e nt to the 
referring agency witrl s u ggest i ons for carrying out the 
recommendations made . If the agency was n ot a pl acement 
agency, the clinic made an attempt to help the parents find 
II resources . 
( 
j, 
It made the initial contact with the treatment 
center and sent reports to them, but did not assume any 
t\ 
responsibility for making financial arrangements . 
In March, 1854, only one child had been a dmitted to a 
I! 
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I study ho:cne, and applications had been made for several others . II 
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Since all of the treatment centers have long waiting lists 
it fr equently takes between six months and a year or longer 
to arrange a placement . During this time, it has been found 
that often children pass the maximum a ge for the center to 
which the application was made or become increasingly dis -
turb ed and emergency arrangements have had to be made . The 
on ly possibilities for these are the State Hospital, the 
Indus trial School, and the State School for the Feebleminded 
depending on the nature of the behavior symptoms. 
Although the children in this study were considered to 
b e too disturbed for the regular clinic outpatient therapy, 
t ' o children were being seen to prevent them from becoming 
more disturbed . In both cases this was accompanied by 
enviromental change. In several cases parents were being 
seen occasionally in order to give them support and help in 
managing the children until a placement could be arranged. 
Consultation was also held with s chools and institutions in 
order to help them work with the children and to adjust their 
programs when possible to meet individual needs . 
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From the re cords or from the clinic staff, the adjustment I 
of thirty-four of the children in March of 1954 was l e arned. 
II 
This is shown on Table X. It was realized that only a short 
time had elapsed since the children were seen in the clinic 
I 
and many environmental changes which were being planned had II 
Jl 
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Situation 
TABLE X 
PRESENT SITUATI ON 
Number 
' Res ident ial Treatme nt Center 
I Home , Behavior Same 
1 
,, 
II 
II 
II 
Home , Behavior Improved 
School for Retarded 
State Hospital 
St&te Hospital, recently released to custody 
of family as not psychot ic 
Institution, Behavior I mproved 
Institution , Behavior Same 
Foster Home 
Total 
11 
2 
2 
3 
2 
3 
8 
2 
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In the two cases where the children were at home and 
showing some i mpr ovement, the parent s had said that they fe lt 
this was du e to the help they had gotten at the clinic and 
The 
wil l take children known to be psychotic . 
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CHAPTER V 
PRESENTATION OF CASES 
For the purpose of presentation, the writer has grouped 
the cases according to the evaluation of the parents' ability 
to use treatment during the child's residence in the Study 
Home. This evaluation was arrived at through consideration 
of the following factors: the social worker's intake, the 
psychiatrist's interviews with the parents and the discussion 
at staff conference. The willingness of the parents to 
cooperate in planning around the clinic recommendations was 
also an important consideration. 
The criteria used were the degree of disturbance in the 
parent -child relationship, intelligence of the parents, their 
attitude towards the child, emotional stability, general 
family relationships, marital situation, adjustment in other 
areas, and willingness to become involved in treatment. Con-
sideration was also given to the fact that any therapy done 
with parents of the children in residence would for practical 
purposes have to be limited in scope. Primary focus in treat-
ment would be around their relationship to the child,and those 
parents who were extremely disturbed themselves or who were 
unable to use treatment because of severe financial or social 
problems could be helped on only a limited basis by this 
agency. These cases would need referral to other agencies for 
~ --~ --------_-;;_,-~ ~-- - ~-- ..:..::.._:=..;_ -=-=-
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help in these areas. 
When information was available both parents were con-
sidered in making the evaluation. If because of divorce, 
separation or death only one parent was in the home, treat-
ability was evaluated from the clinic's contacts with the one 
parent. In the two cases where both parents were dead, treat -
ability and interest of the relatives caring for the children 
were considered. 
Of the fifty cas es studied, six will be presented in 
d e tail. In twelve cases the parents' ability to use treatment 
was considered good, in fourteen cases it appeared limited, 
and in twenty-four cases poor. 
Cases in which the parents' ability to use treatment was 
considered good. 
Richard, a ge eight , was referred to the clinic by his 
mother who had become particularly concex>ned about him 
when he starte d feeling exceedingly sorry for vegetables, 
twigs, leaves, etc. He became upset and worried tha t 
these things would be injured, he was careful not to 
step on them, and collected these things and bits of food 
in his room. At the same time he had also become fearful 
of going to and from school. He was describ ed as having 
been very sensitive and anxious since infancy. 
Richard lived with his parents and two younger brothers. 
He got along with them and with adults, but not with 
other children. Developmental history a ppeared normal. 
He had frequent colds which had made his school attend-
ance irregular. He was in the third grade doing average 
or just below avex>age work. 
On the psychological examination Richard was found to 
be f unctioning at the very superior level. He worked 
efficiently and quietly but did not appear to be with-
drawn. Vith the psychiatrist Richard was able to discuss 
his problems spontaneously and intelligently in a very 
--- =::;;;:_ ~ ====--=--=--
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adult manner. He was primarily concerned about his 
relationship with the other childre n and the fact that 
they d id not seem to like him. He said that he often 
felt that he had to do things immediately and that he 
was happy to be coming to the cl i nic because he thought 
it would help him get over his habits. It was felt 
that Richard showed a degree of compulsiveness unusual 
at his age and that he needed intensive treatment in a 
residential center. The parents were seen three ti~es 
at the clinic. The father was a salesman and while it 
·was difficult for him to arrange time off, he kept all 
of the appointments sent to him. He appeared to be an 
extremely docile and submissive person who stated several 
times that his wife could tell the problems bette r than 
he, as she was a college graduate and much smarter than 
he. He left all the care of the children to her. vVhile 
he expres s ed annoyance at his son for feeling sorry for 
himself , he showed warmth and identification in saying 
that Richard was very mu ch the way he had been himself 
at that age. He had not felt his son was as capable as 
the intelligence test indicated and particularly wanted 
his wife to be told about this. 
The mother was an intelligent, composed, rather a ggressive 
person who s e emed to b e the dominant person in the home. 
She was a tense, anxious person who showed a good under-
standing of hm11 to handle Richard a nd spent considerable 
ti'!le with him reassuring hi'11 that all children have fears. 
She was ac ce ptin0 of a study ho~e placement, but expres s -
ed considerable concern about the difficulty Richard 
would have in leaving her. Both parents showed warmth 
and willingness to cooperate in helping the ch1.ld. They 
also felt that they had received help on the occa sions 
when they came to the clinic. 
Fror.-: t~_e beginning the parents in this case had a posit · vr; 
approach in attempting to obtain help with their child ' s 
problems . They understood that he was unhappy with his 
problems and the mother particularly was able to let her son 
know that she was trying to understa nd a nd to help him. The 
father's extreme feeling of inferiority in relation to his 
wife s h o Yed a disturbance which might be increased as Ri chard 
began to feel free enough to functi on a t the high level he 
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was capable of. T!1.e threat of __ this could e relieved c on-
sidera bly if he were helped to take pride in his son's a ccom-
plish.ments and to feel that he wa s contributing to them. I n 
tlis case it would be particularly important that the father 
be included in planning. The mother who already has a good 
understanding of the boy's diffi culties is apparently able 
to respond well to any help given her. 
Walter , age thirteen, was referred to the clinic by his 
mother at the suggestion of his school teacher. He was 
having difficulty giving oral. r eports in school , had 
littl~ comprehension of what he read, and could not re-
tain information. He reportedly h ad been nervous since 
he had a tonsilectomy at the age of five and of late 
had been having anxie ty attacks whenever he had a h air-
cut or required any services from a person in a white 
uniform. 
He was the oldest of four siblings and lived at home with 
his parents. The father was a truck driver and was home 
only week- ends. Mother> worked during most of 1 alter t s 
fir s t two years and he was cared for by his maternal 
grandmother and a variety of baby sitters. Mother had 
not worked s ince this time. Developmental history was 
normal. In addition to the tonsilectomy, h e has had 
two broken arms, most of the childhood diseases and 
frequent colds with high fevers. 
On the psychological examinati on '1\Jalte r was found to be 
functioning at the level of mild mental deficienty. 
During the te sting he seemed helpless and desperate. 
The psychiatrist found him to be a somewhat obese 
adolescent , r ather small for his age and giving the 
ir.1pression of b.,ing younger than thirteen. He WHS 
.friendly and cooperative but very tense. He was able 
to verbalize his difficulties but said that h i s mother 
would explain it better for him. The clinic staff felt 
that he was an emotionally disturbed rather than a 
mentally defective child. He showed a disturbed iden-
tification with his mother. 
The mother was seen thre e times at the clinic, once at 
intake and twice by the psychiatrist. The third time 
she was seen the r~ commendati on of a study home place-
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ment was discussed with he~. Because of his working 
schedule it w·as not pos s ible to see the father. On 
the application mother stated she needed help in under-
standing and handling V?alter. She was anxiou s and 
expre ssed considerable guilt about the way she had 
handled him in the past . She appeared genuinely co~­
cerned about him and showed that she was identified 
with him . She said that she had once had a "nervous 
breakdown 19 and that often she became nervous herself 
like her son. Mother wond e red if there might be some 
insecurity in the home upsetting falter although she 
did not feel t h is was so and said there was no quarrel-
ing between herself and her husband . She accepted the 
idea of a study home if one could be found and said that 
the family would contribute what they could to the cost. 
She expressed willingness to continue periodic visits 
to the clinic until such a placement could be foun~. 
Without contact with the father the picture of this family was 
incomplete, but there appeared to be many positive factors 
with which to work. Even with the father away most of the 
week the home appeared to offer 1.n!alter considerable security 
and there seemed to be no signs of overt marital difficulty. 
The mothe r realized that her son was disturbed and was able 
to take some initiative in asking for help. Her desire to 
gain understanding of his difficulties offered an initial 
positive approach to working with her. She needed help in 
forming a healtheir relati 8nship with her son. 
Of the twelve cases in this group nine were referred by 
the school and three by the parents. All of the children 
were livin6 in their own homes . As in the two cases above 
the parents showed warmth and i nterest in their children. 
They were tense , anxious people who wanted help in understand-
ing the problems. In five of the cases the fathers appeared 
to be passive men who left the care of the children mostly to 
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The pare nts in these cases seemed aware of the effec ts sue~ 
conflict s might have on their children and made attempts to 
control it. In those cases in whi ch it was discuss e d, all of 
the parents expressed willingness to cooperate 'vi th the cl:tni c '' 
II 
in arranging for residential treatment, although several 
expreseed concern over the difficulty they would have in 
separating from their children. It was fe 1 t tha. t while the 
parents in this group showed disturbances in themselve s and 
· in the ir rela tionshi p to their children, they would still be 
able to use help effectively. An important charact e ristic 
in this group was that t hey wanted help so that they could 
take a part in helping the child and did not place all the 
responsibility for change on the child. 
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Ca s es in wbich parents' ability to use treatment was considered 
limited. 
S t eve , age n ine, was referre d to the clinic by the 
Department of Public 1klfare b e cause of disturbed behav -
ior in school and a t home. In school he was rough, 
inattentive , uncooperate, agsre ss i v e toward other chil-
dren and frequently beca me involved in fights with them. 
At home he became upset~ cried easily and showed temper 
di s play , sex misbehavior, bedwetting and lack of bowel 
control. He had also shown sleep disturbances such as 
sleepwalking , and physical complaints, chiefly stomach-
aches . Vftlen he was with his mother his behavior was 
quite acc eptable. 
steve h ad been referred to the clinic at the age of five 
by his mother. Referral was made at that time because 
of destructive behavior and excessive masturbation . 
The family group ~onslsted of the mother and four younger 
II 
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siblings. Mother· had divorced her second husband, who 
was Steve 's stepfather, the previous year. She thought 
that the children were not aware of the divorce and the 
stepfather maintained contact with them through l etters 
and cards. Mother was divorced from Steve's fat her 
when the child was three years old because of non-support 
and abusive treatment. She remarried two years later. 
Between the two marriages Steve and his brother were 
boarded out and mother felt that he showe d the fi:::>st 
signs of nervousness at this time. The f amily received 
Aid to Dependent Children. 
On the psychological examination Steve was found to be 
functioning in the average range of int e lligence. He 
told the psychiatrist that he did not like to play games 
and that he and his siblings did all the things around 
the house for his mother. He said that he now had no 
father and that father had be en sent across the ocean 
by the police for taking children away . He was extremely 
anxious and too fearful to be able to reveal .much of 
his difficulties. He appeared to be playing a father 
role in the family which increased the rivalry with his 
siblings. 
Mo ther was seen thre e times at the clinic and the r ec-
ommendation for r e sidential treatment was discussed with 
her. She seemed extremely concerned about Steve 's 
sexual adjustment and his masturbation. It appeared 
that in many ways she was forcing him into an adult role 
and at the same time felt threatened by his sexuality. 
She seemed disturbed and exceedingly anxious, but had 
a good deal of warmth for the children and was willing 
to do all she could for them. Mother appeared to be a 
rather dependent person who was finding it hard to b ring 
up five childr sn by herself. She was willing to have 
Steve placed in a study h ome as it was becoming in-
creasingly difficult for her to handle him. She expressed 
concern tha t the separation would b e extremely dif f icult 
for both. 
It was felt that the mother would be able to use only limited 
help in her relationship to Steve, because of her o~m problems 
a nd the situat i onal difficulties. She was an anxious, u pset 
person herself with many depend ency needs and it would be 
necessary for her to have a good deal of support in managing 
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the othe r four children even without Steve in the home. She 
n eeded regular and frequent contact with an agency where she 
would be given an opportunity to discuss all the children 
and to get some practical help in managing them. Although 
she expres sed willingness to have Steve placed; she was de-
pendent upon him and would first ne ed help in preparing for 
the separation if it was to be a positive experience for the 
boy. ~~ile contacts with the study home would be limit ed to 
helping her maintain a healthy relationship with her son, 
her warmth and fe e ling for him could be utilized constru ctive l y. 
Roland, age twelve, was referred to the clinic by the 
Probation Department because of stealing. He had taken 
things from local stores and money from his grandmother's 
purse.· He made no attempt to use these things , only 
hid them. He wa s placed in the Industrial School and 
the n released, but returned again after further stealing. 
Roland's parents were divorced when he was two and he 
wqs placed in boarding homes until his father remarried 
three years later. Before being placed in the I ndustrial 
School he wa s living with his father, stepmother and 
four stepsiblings. His own mother was also remarried, 
but there was only irregular contact between them. 
Father lived in the same house as his own parents and 
the re was considerable conflict b e twe en them. Roland 
had a particularly strong dislike for his grandmother. 
Several members of the father's family were known to 
be disturbed. 
On the psychological t e sts Roland was found to be 
functi oning on the bright normal level with higher 
potentialities. He was seen several times by the psy-
chiatrist, who found him to be friendly and cooperative 
and a nxious to form a relationship. He expre ssed 
posit i ve feelings towards his ste pmother . He admitted 
stealing , but said he did not know why. 1Nhen he was 
seen while at t he Industrial School he talked a bout his 
unhapp i ness there and his desire to go back home. 
Roland appeared to be a very disturbed child, and it 
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was felt that his stealing stemmed from his conflicts 
rather than the need for material things. 
The father and stepmother were seen twice at the clinic. 
Stepmother seemed very willing to do her best for Roland, 
but was quite upset by the closeness of her in-laws 
who interfered , and by the problems of caring for four 
other children . She a ppear t:·d to be a warm person, more 
mature than her husband. The fact that the natural 
mother still had occasionai contact with Roland seemed 
to ~e holding her b a ck fr om taking a more active part 
i n planning for the boy . The father appeared to be a 
very immature person still tied to his own parents. 
~~ile he had some feeling for his son he seemed to be 
rigid and punishing towards him . He also gave the 
impression that he felt inadequate in controlling him. 
Both parents were coop~rative with the clinic and 
se emed interested in gaining some understanding of the 
stealing. 
This boy had had many unfortunate experiences in his earlier 
life and at this time se emed at last able to find acceptance 
from his father and stepmother, but the tension and discord 
between the two families interfered with the development of 
a sense of security. The father's family was actually very 
disturbed, but he was unable to break away from them. The 
stepmother who was more aware oft he situation felt unable 
to take an active part in it. Before these parent s could use 
help effectively around Roland's problems some separation 
betwe en the two families would need to be worked out. Although 
they expres sed willingness to cooperate and kept the appoint-
ments sent to them the parents did not take initiative in 
contacting the clinic even when the boy became involved in 
stealing for the second time. They would be willing to maintain 
contact with Roland while he was in the study home and the 
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quest ion or his eventual return to the home would have to b e 
evaluated during this time + 
This group of fourteen cases showed many problems in 
the family in additi on t ·o those cent e red around the child 
brought to the clinic. In three cases the parents were 
divorced or separated and in others there was conflict and 
tension in the home . The pressure of caring for other chil -
dren and financia l difficulties were the type of problems 
which would interfere wi th the use of the help which could 
be offered . Much more could be ac complished if these families 
were receiving help in these areas from other agencies . 
The parents in this group were more disturbed than those 
in the first group. There were many s igns of emotional in-
stability and rejection. While in several cases concern and 
willingn ess to help were expressed, situational factors which 
the parents seemed unable t o control, would be responsible 
for limiting their p a rt icipa tion in treatment. Four of the 
childrrn in this group were older adolescents who would 
probably not be returning to the family . 
\~ile it wa s felt that these parents could not participate 
in intensive treatmen t they would need help in preparing the 
child for placement , maintaining healthy contact during treat-
ment, and in working out aftercare plans whether or not the 
child could return home . In all of the cases it a ppeared 
that the parents were able to take some part in this type of 
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program. 
Cases where parents' ability to use treatment was considered 
p oor . 
Edward , age nine and a half, was referred to the clinic 
by the Department of Public '1Fe lfare for emergency help 
in placement planning. He had been expelled from 
school for the time. He had l ast be en in the second 
grade . Mother said that these expulsions had occurred 
because he had bothered other child ~en and would not 
mind . She felt that he '•bulli.ed'' the othei' children 
and was mean and hateful to them . He h nd always been 
enuretic. Edward was des c ribed as being overactive, 
easi ly excited and having temper tantrums. The previous 
summer he was s ent home fro~ camp because of poor 
behavior and inability to ;:;et along with any group. 
He was the oldest of f i ve children and was living at 
home with his mother and stepfather. The condit ions 
in the h0me were known to he extremely poor. Mother 
w s divorced fr om his f a ther shortly after Edward was 
born and he w& s placed in a series of foster hones . He 
returned to h i s mother four years ago. The family had 
been known to several social agencies and had been 
found uncooperative by all of them . 
The psychologist found Edward to be functionin_::; between 
borderline and dull normal, but there was indications 
that h e had somewhat higher potential ities. All of his 
stories on the projective tests were about sad people 
and he seemed to have given up hope that he wo uld ever 
have the love and security he needed. He told the psy-
chiatrist that he could not get along in school because 
the other children picked on him and called him names. 
He said that he did not want to go back to school unless 
he could live away from home~ It a poeared that he took 
considerable responsibili ty fort he care of hiss ibli ::1gs 
Edward was dressed in dirty oldfashion clothes when he 
came to the clinic, and gave the impression of being an 
extreme l y deprived child. It was felt that he was too 
disturbed to be treated on an outpatient basis nnd t~n t 
he should be placed in a treatment home . If t his was 
not possible, a fost e r home or group care instituti on 
a way fro m the immediate vicinity of his home so that 
his mother could not interfere was sugge sted. 
The mother was seen once at the cl inic and appeared to J:_- -- be -extremely hostile and def'ensive . The ini'ormation 
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s h e gave conflicted with the stories she had to ld other 
a gencies. Mother had said several times in t he pa s t 
tha t the boy was a " hate ful pe rsonality." Her rela tion-
ship to him throughout his whole life had be en unstab l e 
and inconsist e nt. She felt that he should be place d in 
an institution not a fost e r h ome since he had a pe rfe ctly 
good home of his own. It was the impressi on of both 
the De partment of Public Welfare and the clinic that 
not much c ould be accomplished with the mother and that 
her influe nce was basically a harmful one. The 
re lationship betwe e n Edward and h i s stepfat h er was n ot 
clear, but the mothe r was ap pare ntly the domi nant figure 
in the household . 
The past h istory of this family showed that the mother was 
unstab le, told conflicting stories, and had not be e n c oopera-
tive with any of the a g encies which had known them. Her 
attit ud e towards Edward was punitive and it did not appear 
that she woul d b e a ble to g i ve him any fe e ling of security. 
The boy want ed to go away from home although he did not se em 
to have any hope of ever finding the love he needed. The 
mothe r n eeded he lp in acc e pt i ng the fact that she should n ot 
interfere with her son's adjustment to wherever he was move d. 
The possibility of having her release custody of the boy to 
the ~epartment of Public ' elfare was to be cons idered. It 
wa s not f e lt necessary fort he clinic to have further contact 
with the mothe r at t h is time since the r efer r ing a g ency 
a ssumed placement res ponsibility. 
Susan, a ge ten, was referred to the clinic by t h e 
ingtituti on where she had been placed by the Departme nt 
of Public Welfare. During the next few months while 
she was being se en at the clinic she had an unsuccessful 
foster ho~e placement and was move d to another insti-
tution. She was a bedwetter, v e ry restless, and unable 
to sit still in school to the point \IDe re the other 
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ch:i.ldren we r e constantly looking at her. 
susan came from a very poor and confused family 
situation. She and her brothers had never had a normal 
home life and had be en subjected to a number of un-
fortunat e experiences. The mother had a poor back-
ground and had be en in an state Training School for 
dishonesty, stealing and severe temper. Her marriage 
to Susan's father had been a series of arguments, 
drunkenness and neglect of the children. The children 
were taken into custody of the state and following 
this, the parents were divorced. Nhen mother remarried 
a short time later the children were allowed to return 
home and apparently things went well for a few years. 
Howeve r, mother separat ed from her husband and went 
to live with another man. Susan and her brothers 
be gan to show unruly behavior, lying and petty stealing. 
The state again took the children into custody and had 
custody at this time. 
Susan was too disturbed to be tested accurately. Her 
scores ranges between borderline and av rage with 
extreme discrepancy. It was f e l t that s..""l e had 
potentialtie$ of at least aYerage functioning. On the 
projective tests she showed many fears and morbid 
responses, and had trouble staying within the bounds 
of reality. She talked easily to the psychiatrist 
telling him numerous stories of her past experiences, 
but she seemed to be repressing the unpleasant memories 
connected with these. During the interviews she dis-
played restless motions of her arms, legs, and body. 
Susan was se en over a period of six months for the 
diagnosti c study as it was difficult to arrange a p -
pointments because of the changes in her living 
arrangements. It was felt that she became increasingly 
disturbed during this time and that she was bad ly in 
need of treatment in a rE·sidential center. 
Mother was living out of the state and maintained 
spasmodic contact with the chi.ldren. She would go for 
months with0u t visiting or writing and then would go 
through a period of frequent wri ting and visiting. 
She asked to have Susan returned to her custody and 
wrote letters making promised to her so that the child 
asked to visit her mother. It was felt that she was 
still a very unstable person who would not be able to 
provide adequat e care for the child nor would she carry 
through the promises she made. The clinic had no 
direct contact with the mother. 
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Su san was an extreme l y disturbed child whose adjustme nt to 
any fost er hor.1.e or institution would b e made more difficult 
by her mother's letters and promises. The mother was very 
ambivanlent about caring for the children ; when they were 
with her, she neglect ed and abus ed them, but when they were 
removed fr om the home sh e was quite demanding that they be 
returned to her . Throughout h e r l ife she had shown extreme 
instability and did not a ppear to have much capacity to 
chan;se. 1Nhile occasional contac t s might not be harmful to 
Susan, any intensive relationship need .d to be discouraged ~ 
The Department of Public V'_elfa:re had responsibility in 
plannL:'1g for Susan , but unless the mother could gain s ome 
und erstanding of what her role should be she might damage 
any treatment plan made . Since she wa s out of the sta t e it 
was difficult t wor k vvi th he r or to control her l etter to 
Susan wi thout cutting off whatever security the ch:L ld ga ined 
from them. 
Seventeen of the children in t h is group were already 
out of their owr home s a t the time of the refe r r al. Six 
1
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were in the Sta te Indus tria 1 School , four in other ins ti tut i ons 'l, 
three in foster homes, and four with relatives. The fostei' 
homes in these cases did no t ap pear to be possible long 
r a n;e or p e rmanent placements . The homes these children had 
come from were generally too disturbed for them to r eturn 
to, so that other type s of aft~rcare p l ans would have 
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to be worked out for them in cooperation with t he r eferring 
agenc ies . 
The parents were found to be extremely disturbed people 
who were very rejecting of their children. In several cas e s 
they were alcoholic and were abusive to the children. In 
only three cases were the mother and father living togethe r. 
The other homes had been broken by death, desertion, divorce 
and physical and mental illness. Generally the familie s 
showed l ong histories of divorces and separations, so that 
many of the children had never ln1own the security of a 
complet e and happy home. It was found that many of these 
parents interfered with the plans agencies were attempting 
to make for their children. While it was felt th~ these 
pare nts were too disturbed to be able to build a healthy 
r elations:1.ip with their ch ildren, they should when possible 
be allowed to participate in making plans . This contac t 
might b e directed towards helping them to allow the childre n 
to pa rticipate fully in the program and in some cases toward s 
releasing the children to the custody of a social agency 
capable of making more secure plans for him. 
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CHAPTER- VI 
S UMII'TARY A1l]) CONCLUSIONS 
In this thesis the writer has a t t empted to learn about 
the type of children in New Hampshire needing residential 
psychiatric treatment. This was of particular interest at 
the time, as plans were being made for the construction of 
a treatment home in the state . In order to carr y out the 
purpose , all f ifty cases see n during 1953 by the New Hampshire 
Mental Hyg i ene and Child Guidance Clinics where residential 
treatment was recommended were s tudied. The focus of the 
thesis was on the behavior problems and background of the 
chi ldren, and on the treatability of the i r parents . 
Included in this group of cas es were thirty- one children 
from six through twelve , and nine t een between thirteen a nd 
seventeen . There were eight girls and forty- two boys in this 
study. It was found that the majority of older children had 
been seen at the Clinic before and had been found to be 
disturbed . Two-thirds of the younger children were being 
seen fort h e first time. It was noted that the schools 
referred the largest percentage of children a nd a ls o the 
youngest group. Since the best treatment results have be en 
made with younger child ren they should be encouraged and 
helped to identify disturbed children in the lower grades . 
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There are ind i cations from this study that when the 
treatment program has be en in operation for several years 
the average age of the chi l dren will be lowered. Most of 
the older children in this stu dy had be en known to the clinics 
before, when the residential program is established the 
facilities will be available to treat the children when they 
are first referred. In addition schools , parents and social 
agencies will feel encouraged to refer younger children to 
the clinic when treatment facilities are close by. 
Only twenty - seven of the children were found to be l iving 
i n their own home s. The others were in instituti ons, foster 
homes or with relatives. Ten of these were in the state 
Industrial School. The f~milies of sixty per cent of the 
child r en were broken by divorce, separation , desertion, or 
death . With few exceptions the homes provided neither 
emot i onal se curity nor adequate cultural and social stimu-
la t i on . In twenty-one of the cases the home s ap peared to be 
suitable for the children to return to and in five this factor 
was questi onable . The remaining twenty- four homes were al-
ready d is organized or ap peared too inadequate to meet the 
needs of the children. The high percentage of broken and 
disorganized home s indicates the need for an i n t ens ive and 
l ong range aft e rcare program . 
The children in this study presented a var i e ty of be-
havior problems. The f ive most fr e quently not ed were ina-
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bility to ad jus t t o others; hyperactive aggres s ive and hostile 
behavior; learning difficulties; severe temper outbursts; 
and withdrawal . The diagnosis most frequently used was psy-
choneurotlc. The clinic diagnoses were considered to be 
only tentative ones, since additional diagnostic study would 
be done in the treatment center. Because of the nature of 
the behavior problems in such children, admission of a new 
child to the group already in residence should as it i s in 
many residential centers, be based on the behavior symptoms 
h e is presenting and the ability of the staff and group to 
accept him at that time. The psychological tests showe d 
that all but two per cent of the children had the potential 
ability to function within the no~nal limits of intellig ence 
although at the time t hey were tested, they functioned con-
siderably lower due to their emoti onal disturbances. 
The material a vailable about the parents was studied to 
evaluate the ir ability to use help in i ~proving their relati on-
ship to the children. I n twelve cases this was c onsidered to 
be g ood , in fourte e n limit ed, and in t ,Nenty-four poor. Those 
parent s whos e ability to use help was c onsidered good . showed 
S0M~ e g r ee of disturbance but in general a ppeared able to 
f~nct i on sufficient l y well in all areas. They were c oo pera -
tive with the clinic, and were anxious to gain a b e tter 
unde rstanding of their children's problems. The sroup con-
sid..., r ed to have limited tre atment pos s i b ili·- ie s was charac-
te r ized by numerous family problems wh ch would prevent t hem 
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from particapating fully in the treatment program. They were 
more disturbed than the first group and showed more signs of 
rejecting their children. The third group showed the parents 
to be extremely disturbed, rejecting and abusive. Seventeen 
of t he children were already out of their home s and the homes 
were disor6anized and broken. This part of the study showed 
that many of the childr en would need to have permanent plans 
made for them a way from their own famil ies . 
Although the cost of an adequate psychiatric program for' 
children is expensive to the state , i t is not as costly as 
the permanent custodial care they may eventually r equire in 
hosp i ta ls a nd prisons. I n March of 1954 at l east seven of 
the s e children were i ·n the Stat e Indus trial School, t wo in 
schools for the fe ebleminded , thre e were in the State Hospital 
and t wo had been released from there as not psychotic. 11 
of these services are costly to the state. Only one child 
from this group had bee n place d in a study h ome . Several 
others we r e on wai ting lists at other homes , but res i dence 
requirement s and expens e make it unlikely that they will be 
admitted. Only two children who remained in their own h omes, 
showed any improvement. 
The outstanding need ind icated by this study is for a 
c omplete program beg inning with the diagn ostic study in the 
existing cl inic, extending th~ough t h e period of resid~nce, 
and providing a strong afterca re program. Continuity of 
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service was emphasized by a ll of the treatment cent e rs studied. 
It appears to be of particular importance in New Hampshire 
for two reasons; first, b ecause of the disorganized and 
depr ived homes f rom which the majority of these chi ldren come , 
and s e cond, because of the lack of other agencies in the 
st~te to assume this f uncti on . 
It would be interest ing and valuable to have a mor e 
comple.te follow-up study on what happened to the numerous 
chi l dren in the past years who needed residential t reatment 
whi ch coul d not be arranged for t hem . 
A-p7ll:u,!t,~·-
Richard K . Cona.1'!;,~ 
Dean 
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APPENDIX B 
SCB~DULE OF STUDY 
Name 
Age 
Religion 
sex 
Refel'I'ed Source 
Reason for referral - --type of behavior problem 
Where was child living at time of referral? 
Family set -up 
Family relationships 
mother 
father 
siblings 
Relationships with any others in ho·cne or institution where 
child is living? 
Are parents available for treatment? 
mother 
father 
both 
Can child return to own home? 
Occupat ion of principal wage earner 
School grade 
School ad justment and problems 
Psychological test results 
6 0 
I 
li 
Ji 
I 
I 
II 
I, 
lj 
full scale I.Q. 
Is child functioning at highest potential? 
Clinic diagnosis and recommendations 
\~at attempts have been made to find a study home? 
was placement made? 
if not, why ? 
Reason for Study Home placement 
Contacts to date 
Present situation 
Interpretat ion 
I 
.I 
:l 
ji 
,j 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
J 
II 
I 
li 
jl 
II 
II 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
,I 
II 
I 
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